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The Coalition

In Argentina the year 1880 represents not only a historic
divide, involving the definitive establishment of the State,
political and juridical unification, and entry into the world
market. It also represents a literary divide, because a group
of young writers emerges forming something in the order
of the cultural coalition of the new State. They are not
professional men of letters, but rather the first alliance in
Argentine culture of university-educated writers and state
officials. The literary coalition of 1880, that establishes and
constitutes Argentine 'high' culture is, therefore, a state
coalition, and perhaps the first.
The coalition shares certain commonplaces: liberalism, positivism, the Progress Club, the Teatro Colon, the
cemetery of the Recoleta and some carnival dances. It
represents the rich, itinerant and diplomatic culture of
1880: Argentina promised to be one of the richest countries
in the world on its entry into the world market. It set about
appropriating all European literature and therefore changed
the relationship between the national language and those
from abroad, (the translation as literary genre has its origins in this). And it produced a form of writing at once
fragmentary and discursive, highly imaginative and elegant, substantially learned and 'aristocratic7 (from a Latin
American country).
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Its Laws and its Conversations

One of the crucial moments during the definitive establishment of the State in 1880 comes about in 1883 and 1884
when the laws of education and civil registration are under
discussion, (and when President Roca confronts the Church
and expels the papal Nuncio). The coalition is directly
represented during the preparation of the laws for secular
education and civil registration because Eduardo Wilde,
one of its members, and the most fragmentary and
humourous, is Public Education Minister at the time. Later
he will become Home Secretary under Juarez Celman
(1886-1889), when the law for civil marriage is passed.
Around these laws, through which the Latin American liberal State defined itself by violently taking possession of the birth, education, marriage and death of all its
citizens, the 1880 coalition wrote a network of stories which
shattered the homogeneity of events as they were known.
(I prefer to name them 'conversations', because the causerie
is an institution central to the literature of 1880). The conversations written about 1880, its literature, would be either fictitious or contrary to the state laws, allowing one to
read about the different situations or citizens within the
liberal State. And this in its first phase, at the moment of
defining itself as such.
To put it another way: let us consider the literary
characters (or situation-citizens) as ones which can describe in detail the relationship between State and culture.
And this detailing or textualizing becomes visible in our
collection of conversations about secondary schools and
marriages which, in this case, are the narrative institutions
which serve as the correlative to the State's laws of education and civil marriage.
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Its Autobiographies
In the writings of the coalition, the school setting can be
biographical or autobiographical, fragmentary or not, postulated as 'reality7 or fiction: these are some of the variants
in the narrative prose of 1880. The handling of names, of the
pseudonym, and of anonymity, defines the 'real' or 'fictional' character of the autobiographies and biographies of
1880.
There occurs among the writers of 1880 a specific
phenomenon which unites them all: the boundaries dividing the self and the State coincide. The writers are contemporaries of the definitive establishment of the State, of
liberalism's political and juridical unification of the nation.
And they are, moreover, those who personally, biographically, have a share in that State (as ministers, delegates,
ambassadors or civil servants of various kinds). The boundaries of their self and their narrative are at the same time the
boundaries of the State: their stories all begin in 1880.
In the autobiographical writings of 1880, therefore,
one can read two myths of identity at the same time: one
national and the other personal. National history, as far as
the State's boundary, coincides totally with personal history. The two forms of time have come to a standstill and
become fused in order to be written.
Juvenilia by Miguel Cane (written in 1882, but published in 1884), is genuine autobiography (in the form of
'Recollections' using real names), and La gran aldea (The
Great Village) by Lucio V. Lopez (dating from 1884), is
fictional autobiography (in the form of either novels or
'Buenos Aires Chronicles', using fictional names). The latter are what concern us initially, because through them one
of the most important sectors of the coalition defines its
political positions and the state policy which is its correlative. The anonymous autobiography of Cambaceres, which
54
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begins with Potpourri (which appeared in 1882 without the
author's name) defines the position of another sector of the
coalition. These three autobiographical texts, differing in
their use of proper nouns, display in addition a quality
peculiar to the literature of 1880 because they each construct a story from fragments. They make a whole of the
fragmentary speeches of 1880.1
Juvenilia and The Great Village speak about and from
secondary schools at the precise moment in which the State
takes charge of free, compulsory, secular primary education. Cane and Lopez (and also Wilde, 'the Englishman',
the minister introducing the law and the author of another,
although fragmentary and unfinished, autobiography entitled Downstream), were born outside the country, during
the political exile of their parents.
These sons of both the nation and of exile such as
Cane, Lopez and in part Wilde, constitute, at that moment,
a specific sector of the 'high' culture of the Latin American
liberal coalition of 1880: the aristocrats who write autobiographies and elaborate the concept of the 1880 'aristocracy'.
Juvenilia and The Great Village open with the death of
the father and their stories begin in the 1880 present. They
describe secondary school through the memory of youth
and the years spent in education. And the places from
which they describe those childhood scenes (in both senses,
including also where they situate their portrayal of the
school) define the precise positions of the citizens in Juvenilia and The Great Village The precise positions from which
they compose the myth of national identity which coincides with the autobiography. Juvenilia and The Great Village tell the narrator's story and at the same time the story
of the political events which led to the State's 1880 divide.
But Lopez's school is situated inland, and Cané's in Buenos
Aires; and it is described from the portrayal of the State in
Cane, and from the position of witness or chronicler in
Lopez.
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1. The civil servant and his national hero
Cane writes the genuine autobiography of his life at the
school in memoir form, and recounts the myth of the
nation's Buenos Aires identity. Lopez writes his fictional
autobiography in the form of a chronicle, and recounts the
myth of inner Argentina's identity. (And this is the political
contradiction which defines the earlier nation, and which
the liberal State of 1880 succeeds in resolving).
In Juvenilia national history is narrated in an almost
comic tone, using the code form of 'secondary school
mischief at the Nacional school in Buenos Aires. The
memoirs are organized along two lines, temporal and
spatial; that is, a repetition of dates and situations of the
author-narrator, between 1863 and 1880. On the one hand
is the date of the death of the father, 1863, which is touched
on twice, the first time to mark his entrance into the school,
in chapter I, and the second time, in chapter XXIX, to mark
his personal participation in the political history of the
nation and his admission to the Legislature, the culmination of his mischief or transgressions of the school rules. 'In
1863' Cane first describes the death of his father and his
entry into the school, and at the end he proclaims his
political and family identity: he was a supporter of the
Buenos Aires cause, a crudo [a supporter of Alsina], and
related to the Varelas.
And on the other hand, the narrative and its relationship with writing is organized along two lines, because the
school (the space it occupies and its characters) is remembered twice or from two positions: in the beginning as
minister-ambassador, in the introduction preceding the
first chapter, when he meets the failures ('I'd been appointed minister, in some place or other, but he...!') and at
56
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the end as examiner in the last two chapters.
When he returns to the Nacional school to sit the
examinations and again recalls this in the last chapter, in
1880, he is a teacher, a State official and a journalist. He is a
man typical of the inwardly-turning cultural coalition:
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I was overwhelmed with work; in addition to
my teaching post, I ran the Post Office, I spent a
couple of hours a day at the Education Council
and, above all, I was editor of El Nacional, a
thankless, soul-destroying task if ever there
was one.
And finally, in 1882, while working as a diplomat or representative of the State, the account of the transgressions is
written, abroad in Venezuela, to 'help pass those long
hours of sadness and solitude7.
In short, through his portrayal of the 1880 State from
both within and abroad, which serves as a frame for the
text, Cane recounts his memories or fictions of the childhood transgressions of 1863, at the Nacional school and
during the escapades outside schoolhours, which coincide
with the history of the nation.
He tells of how he, the narrator-author in person,
made a speech which led the revolution against the tyranny
of Torres, the Spanish vice rector, and the oppression of
food shortages, how he went into exile (he was expelled
from school) and how he returned. And how he fought, as
a Buenos Aires 'lowlander', in the war against the people
from the provinces who were represented by a sexually
perverted priest. And finally how he participated, as a
crudo, and with his family in the Legislature, in the revolution of the crudos and the cocidos [supporters of Mitre] in
1863. Cane the civil servant never abandons, in his memoirs, the role of the Buenos Aires hero in national (and the
National's) history.
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2. The Chronicler of the Nation
The autobiography of 1880 is The Great Village written in
1884, because it portrays the historical and cultural divide
produced by the State, and describes it after secondary
school, which is situated inland and not in the capital city
as it was in Cane. Lopez, in his fictional autobiography,
speaks only of the political and cultural change, of the
before and after of 1880, and the school divides the two
periods, as it does in Cane. But he does not speak as a real
State official but rather as its chronicler in the work of
fiction (as a witness and fictional historian, with the names
altered).
The Great Villageand Juvenilia coincide not only in the
fact that they open with the death of the father in 1860, but
also in the time frame of 1880; the subjects are defined
between those two periods. The school interval (the autobiographical conversations about schools) in TheGreat
Village,comes in the middle of the theme of the unequal
marriages of his uncle, the first with Aunt Medea, and the
second with Bianca Montifiori. And its second section, the
return to school, concludes the account, as in Cane's work.
In The Great Village, each unequal marriage of his uncle
represents a part of the novel and a period in history. The
first is the chronicle of the earlier, political, nation of Aunt
Medea in 1861, and the second the chronicle of the new 1880
culture of Bianca Montifiori. The contrast between one
culture and the other (or one female policy of marriage and
the other) is constant, but the real change from the first of
the Uncle's marriages to the second (between the two parts
of the novel), is the absolute depoliticization of family,
social and cultural life.
The two parts of The Great Village, the fictional autobiography of 1880, divided by secondary school, illustrate
the change in literary representation which 1880 brings: the
58
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story is depoliticized in the second part, and becomes only
social and 'cultural7.
As in Cane (who also depoliticizes his former schoolmates in 1880 when he portrays them as failures), the
autobiographical protagonist formulates his political and
family identity on the very day a fundamental historic
event takes place within the nation preceding the State, in
1861. The narrator describes how, thanks to Medea, his
aunt by marriage, he participated personally first in the
news, and then in the festivities, following the Pavon defeat
or victory (1861) in which Buenos Aires, led by Mitre,
defeated inland Argentina, who supported Urquiza. That
day defines his double and torn identity: the son of an
Urquiza supporter, of a loser, living in a household of Mitre
supporters, now triumphant. He is, like Alejandro, the
black servant, a political enemy in the house of Medea, his
aunt by marriage. In The Great Village the narrator is a
witness torn between two periods and two loyalties; a
chronicler divided within, like the nation itself: his name is
Julio. He occupies the place of the inland nation: alone,
orphaned, poor, divided between two loyalties and also
between two historical periods. During his recollected
mischief, the autobiographical protagonist of Juvenilia, the
representative of the State, adopts the role of the national
Buenos Aires hero. And the relation between the approaches
of Juvenilia and The Great Village is interesting, because it
seems to be almost necessary to the coalition: the state
official invents 'national heroes7, and the chronicler invents
the torn and divided nation.
Through Juvenilia and The Great Village two approaches
to writing or two key figures in the Latin American State are
established, from the very moment of their appearance: the
official and the chronicler. They are the traditional positions, at present occupied by the aristocratic sector of the
cultural coalition of 1880, from which to narrate the history
59
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of the earlier nation. And the memoirs and chronicles are
also traditional literary positions in the liberal State. The
memoirs of the state official and the chronicler, the two
canonical books of the aristocrats of 1880, recount a myth of
the national identity prior to the State, divided (culturally
and politically) into two political positions and two opposing versions, one Mitrista and from Buenos Aires in Juvenilia, and the other Urquicista and of inland Argentina in
The Great Village. For that reason the secondary school in
Lopez is inland (and divides the two periods) and Cane's is
the Nacional school in Buenos Aires.
Conversations About Marriages
Let us turn from the autobiographies' conversations about
school and their protagonists, to those about marriage, the
other central institution of 1880. The typically novelistic
and capitalist relationship of marriage, sexuality and money,
marks the abandoning of politics and therefore the change
in literary representation. We are in the apogee of capitalism in a Latin American country, its entry into the world
market, and this is another event shared by the coalition.
Eugenio Cambaceres institutes both novel and
depoliticization with the theme of marriage in Potpourri
(silbidos de un vago) (Potpourri (whistlings of an idler)) his first
novel which appeared anonymously in 1881. It is headed
by an anonymous autobiography which is 'a slap in the face
to the public's liking', because it presents the complicity
and the deceit in the relationship between the State and the
actor. It is the autobiography of the heir to a large fortune,
with university as his educational setting (and his radical
criticism of university education for being memorialist), his
passage through politics, which he portrays as farcical, and
his later transformation into an idler or writer: 'I live off my
60
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income and Fve nothing to do. I watch things around me to
kill time and I write'. But it is also the personal autobiography of an individual prevented from fulfilling his vocation
by his family, and not one dealing with the subject of family
political identity, as in Cane and Lopez. His desire, denied
by the social prejudices of the family with wealth to which
he is the heir, was the theatre. He narrates, as an idler and
a frustrated actor, from 1880, but he does not turn towards
the nation's past (which for him is the story of the accumulation of wealth). He describes only the present, and what
follows it.
The anonymous protagonist of Cambaceres reigns in
another setting, on the stage of the Teatro Colon (and there
is Cane's testimony for this in Prosa Ligera2) and from there,
in his first novel, he totally depoliticizes his portrayals:
identifying his protagonists by means of common, generic
names. He tells of the marriage of his friend Juan with
Maria (both upper class landowners), which the narrator is
finally obliged to save by expelling from the country Pepe
the 'intruder' (a man trusted by Juan), who was spied on
and exposed by Taniete (the servant of the narrator). Each
name represents a social, sexual, cultural and also national
division, in that Taniete, the name given to the Galician
servant, is a transaction arranged between Juan and Pepe.
The anonymous narrator (who was before spectator and
then actor in the 'drama') represents at the end the (head of)
State itself warding off the threat to the marriage, because
he 'appoints' Pepe consul in Monaco and gives him papers
and money: let him go and play. He might be a parodie
representation of the head of State, and of his diplomatic
policy which can send abroad people he would rather see
far from his women, because he is above the State, in the
cultural institution of the performance, which always accompanies him like his alter ego or his fiction: the theatre.
And from there he writes his novel.3
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In order to narrate the cultural change in the second
part of The Great Village, Lopez then takes the depoliticized
outline of marriage and adultery drawn up by Cambaceres,
another member of the coalition but occupying a different
place, because he is not a state official like Cane (nor a
delegate like Lopez), nor a child of exile nor a poor aristocrat, but rather the son of millionnaire landowners:
Cambaceres is the only one who portrays in all his texts
ranches or properties and their dramas. And he is absent
from the politics of 1880 through having been excessively
liberal, or drastic, to successfully conceive the laws of this
Latin American country during the previous years: as an
elected delegate, he presented a plan for the separation of
the Church and State in 1871, and another against the
electoral frauds perpetrated by his own party in 1874, and
he lost in both cases. He retired from politics and wrote four
novels. He represents the ideological and literary vanguard
of the coalition: he is the writer who has been been able to
live the difference between the liberal state of Latin America,
Europe and North America. And he represents, therefore,
its political and literary boundary.
Cambaceres' idle 'man of the theatre' and Lopez's
chronicler, who totally depoliticize the portrayal through
the conversation about marriages in 1880, rule out the
relationship between marriage, money and adultery, in
opposite ways, posing a remarkable alternative: either it is
resolved at State level, as it is in Potpourri, or there is an
apocalypse, as there is at the end of The Great Village. State
or catastrophe is the fictional and 'final' alternative proposed by the depoliticization of culture in the cultural
coalition of 1880.
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The Coalition and the State
The liberal and 'aristocratie' coalition of 1880 created a new
area in the representation of life. Within it 'social life7
emerged as purely cultural life and no longer political life,
as it had been in the literature of the preceding period. The
new State and the cultural change that The Great Village
describes in 1884, are one and the same. Bringing about that
change in the representation of social life was in the hands
of its writers. They built into their autobiographies a series
of situation-citizens of the liberal State during this period,
with their families, places and solitudes, and also their
morals: the State official (both from within and externally)
who is represented as a national Buenos Aires hero in Cane;
and the torn chronicler who is portrayed as the inland
nation in Lopez. On the one hand these form the political
sector of the liberal state, the liberal aristocrats who define
their political identity in terms of their family. (And argue
over the political and cultural inheritance of the nation). On
the other hand are the idle theatre-lover and the farcical
situation of the head of State using foreign friends to put an
end to adulteries (and this, in Cambaceres, is the social
economic sector of the State, class structures, the inherited
income on which the autobiography's protagonist lives).
This occurs in the first phase of the cycle, between
1881 and 1884, at the very moment when the new State is
established and defined. We are only able to advance
certain provisional hypotheses regarding the relations between the liberal State and the cultural coalition.
The more or less poor aristocrats (and who portray
poverty in their texts: Cane, Lopez, Wilde, the sons of those
exiled by Rosas and the grandsons of the heroes of independence), who are nearly all important officials in the new
State, speak of schools and marriages in the form of the
'real' or fictional autobiographies of civil servants and
63
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chroniclers. And they construct, through the portrayal of
the change and of memory, the history of the previous
nation, in its two politically opposed versions, that of
Buenos Aires and that of the provinces. Lopez and Cane
portray their political enemies (who in each text are the
opposite: originating in Buenos Aires in the one and in the
provinces in the other) as uneducated, as though existing
beyond the boundaries of culture.4
The two versions of the aristocrats coexist, and this is
one of the fundamental forms of cultural behaviour of the
coalition, which declares itself above the overcoming of
previous political differences. They are all culturally, literarily, valid and true, because 1880 changes literary representation: the writers themselves depoliticize writing when
they cross that threshold. In 1880, social differences come to
be conceived in purely cultural terms.
For the liberal State, the opposed political versions
are equally valid because it absorbs them or, rather, because it postulates its newness precisely on the absorption
of the political differences within the nation that existed
prior to its constitution.5
In short, the liberal State constructs the nation by
means of the aristocrats, and transforms the alternative
political versions into their cultural complements. And
therefore it must depoliticize culture in this first phase of
self definition. This is begun by the ideological and aesthetic vanguard of the coalition with the 'whistled7 autobiography of the idler who lives off his inherited income and
is able to portray parodically the State theatre.
Introduction to the Culture of the Coalition

The writers of 1880 adopt a two-faced and ambivalent
position in the face of change. On the one hand they do not
64
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cease to portray it and participate in political modernity, on
the other they attribute to it a corrosive quality. Their
opposition to the new order is not political but cultural, and
it is they themselves who bring about the separation of the
two spheres.
To put it another way: by depoliticizing representation from 1880, the coalition inaugurates cultural criticism
of the new culture that accompanies the liberal State and
represents it. It elaborates social and cultural classes, names
or genres: a series of differential categories, a depoliticized
map which serves as a classification system for the private
world. With these categories it represents (in the three
autobiographical texts which we have examined) those
who inhabit or enter their own homes or private worlds:
women, trusted men, servants, and even furniture and
ornaments. And it represents them as different, sometimes
as cultural enemies. Out of them it constructs classes,
genres, races, and nationalities, which can threaten private
life. And this is also what the State and the coalition wish to
depoliticize during this period, and not only the previous
political differences. It seeks to depoliticize immigrants,
women and servants.
This is the other great cultural, literary and political
divide which the literary coalition of 1880 produces. With
the liberal state, in its first phase, there emerges simultaneously in literature the depoliticization of portrayal and
private life, and the cultural criticism of private life on the
part of 'high' culture (Latin American 'aristocratic7), permeated with threats in schools and marriages.
Translated by Cristina Pope
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Notes
1. These founding writers of Argentine 'high' culture were diplomats, delegates, ministers, senators, and they wrote political speeches,
memoirs, short stories, fragments, travel accounts and cultural
chronicles. We refer to three of them in this first phase of the
coalition; they are texts relatively little known outside Argentina,
but are canonical in national culture, especially those of Cané and
López: they are read in secondary schools and they are constantly
being edited.
Miguel Cané (1851-1905), the author of the classic Juvenilia, was
born in Montevideo, during the Rosa years and the political exile of
his parents, and from 1880 worked as a diplomat in Colombia and
Venezuela, and afterwards in Vienna, Berlin, and Madrid. His
chronicles and stories were collected in En viaje (Travels) (1884) and
in Chartas literarias (Literary Discussions) (1885). In 1892 he was made
intendant of Buenos Aires. In 1899, as senator for the capital, he
published the book Expulsión de extranjeros (The Expulsion ofForeigners), where he summarized the legislation of the principal European
nations governing the right to expel foreigners, and presented to the
senate the plan for another type of liberal state law, law 4144 (1902),
called the Law of Residence. Through it one would be able to expel
foreigners from the country on the grounds of 'bad conduct' (namely
political, ie anarchists and socialists). In 1900 he became dean of the
newly created Arts Faculty.
Lucio V. López (1848-1894), the author of The Great Village, was
the son of the historian and romantic novelist Vicente Fidel López,
and grandson of Vicente López y Planes, composer of the Argentine
national anthem, and born in exile in Montevideo, as was Cané. In
1880 he was elected to the National Congress, and in 1881 he wrote
Recuerdos de viaje (Travel Recollections), the first travel book of 1880.
He was also one of the founders, in 1884, of the newspaper Sud
América (in which he published The Great Village, his only novel, in
serial form), one of the offical organs of the Roca party and of the
'generation of 1880'. In 1890, on the eve of the 1890 Revolution,
which he supported, he made a famous speech during the conferring of degrees in the Faculty of Law, exhorting a return to the past
and to the struggle against the cosmopolitan advance. In 1891 he
published Curso dederecho constitucional (Course in constitutional law),
and in 1893 he was Home Secretary for 36 days. He died in a duel.
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Eugenio Cambaceres (1843-1888) is the novelist par excellence of
the coalition, and in a certain sense the eccentric: he was the son of
a powerful French landowner and was born in Buenos Aires. The
unsuccessful political life of Cambaceres took him directly to the
Teatro Colón, the Progress Club (he was its vice- president), and to
the modern novel. He wrote four: Potpourri (1882), published without the author's name; Música sentimental (Sentimental Music) (1884),
Sin rumbo (Aimless) (1885), and En la sangre (In the blood) (1887) which
appeared as a serial in the paper Sud América. He is the
antifragmentarian of the coalition and forms its vanguard, and this
in a very Latin American sense, because he introduces at the same
time two consecutive literary movements: fin de siècle naturalism
and modernism. He introduces the dandy, the Club, he portrays
spleen, weariness, loss of belief, illness, depression, suicide, sexuality and simulation.
In short: the so-called 'generation of 1880' is formed by 'lesser'
writers, classics within national frontiers and unknown beyond
them, because Latin American cultures only transcend the frontiers
with a quota of two or three 'masterpieces' for each nation, or for
each century of each nation. The inverse relationship is interesting:
writers of secondary importance in the dominant cultures are, in
general, read and admired in marginal countries and this is one of
the marks of Latin American 'high culture'. Borges was one of the
Argentine authors who advocated the reading of minor classics of
the dominant cultures.
2. Cané writes: 'That avant scène! Eugenio Cambaceres, what with
the charm of his talent, his artistic taste, his exquisite culture, his
fortune, his physical appearance, for that man had it all to such an
extent that he seemed to have been born under the protection of a
good fairy, he was the uncontested leader'. In 'The first of Don Juan's
women in Buenos Aires, Prosa ligera, Buenos Aires, 'The Argentine
culture', Vaccaro, 1919, p.89. The text is from 1897 but it deals, again,
with recollections.
3. Cambaceres also portrays the narrator of Potpourri as a member
of the coalition, which he defines as 'those who do not take part in
the carnival dance of the Progress Club', and writes using their real
names.
'Around the environs of the orchestra (and mind that this is the
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most strategic point, the place where fishing is richest in that puddle
of humanity), Miguel Cané, Lucio V. López, Manuel Lainez, Roque
Saenz Peña and some others of the same vintage stay up all night, a
plancha corrida, without a single godforsaken woman to even tell
them: "to hell with you.!" with faces so glum their cheeks might well
be dislocated, while one sees so much silliness, so many nincompoops swarming the salons, and one is hunted out by the pettifoggers, pursued and hounded by the cursed little masks, like a lump
of sugar by a handful of flies.
A man is known by the company he keeps.. . There is no need to
comment further on this fact'.
Potpourri,(silbidos de un vago), chapter XIV, p.60-61. In Eugenio
Cambaceres, Obras completas, Santa Fe, Castellvi, 1956.
4. Lucio V. Mansilla, who has an absolutely particular place in the
coalition and constructs a whole aesthetic of memory, proposes, as
does the rest of the coalition, a cultural or literary element (a 'book')
which sustains the memory movement. But that element or 'book'
originates, almost invariably, in his 'political enemies' of the earlier
nation and defines them. The case of Mansilla is different; let us say
for the moment that the earlier nation, in its writing and its family,
is that of the Rosas age. He is not university-educated but rather a
soldier and 'man of the world'. And he demonstrates that the Rosas
movement can only be represented in literature, culturally, after
1880, from the depoliticization of the portrayal of 1880, and from a
type of 'aristocracy' at the heart of the coalition, which is opposed to
that of López and Cané, sons of parents exiled by Rosas. Mansilla
comes to be the political and economic complement to the aristocratic sector of López-Wilde-Cané, and is situated very near
Cambaceres.
5. This hypothesis of the transformation of past differences from
political to cultural, of the absorption of the previous political
differences, each time different in nature, and the simultaneous
depoliticization of culture, could either measure or not the history of
the successive Argentine liberal states and the aristocratic cultural
coalitions, which nearly always accompanied them in the moment
of their self-definition, until 1960.
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